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About This Game
Hi!
We are a dad and a mom making Auri's Tales under the name of Dad's Indie Studio.
Auri's Tales is a tiny game by @amadeumartinez and @naretaa made with love and very few resources.
We are making this game in our free time, just for the pleasure of do it. We are in love with the idea of leaving it behind as a
gift to our daughter, and we like to imagine that she one day will play a little 3D adventure designed by her fathers and placed in
a fantasy world that is based on our own life.

About the game
Auri’s Tales is a tiny 3D adventure game in which players will need to solve 12 quests to get access to the castle and complete
the game. The whole game will be contained in one single level that works as a mini open world that players can freely explore
and evokes to the classic 3D platformers.
Jim Henson's Labyrinth, Alice in Wonderland, The Little Prince, Zelda I, Mario 64, Conker Reloaded or Dark Souls are some
of the influences that inspire this game in different ways.
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Title: Auri's Tales
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Dad's Indie Studio
Publisher:
Dad's Indie Studio
Franchise:
Princess of Solea
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2018

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40Hz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT710
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 1 MB available space
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I played this game to its crappy completion and all I can say is don't buy it. Not even if it is a dollar, too many good games out to
play this garbage.. Apparently a clicking smartphone game..
To be honest, this game ain't worth the money i payed for it. I guess if you want cards, you could buy it for those..
Not Recommended. The game had a real potential, it truely did. Its gameplay was interesting, its graphics were uncommon, its
musics were captivating and you'd get deep in the mood real quick. When I first saw this in early access, I couldn't wait for it to
be released.
But alas, it failed to reach its own objective by casualizing its view and making it as simple as good, sometimes neutral and bad.
This game, above all else, was supposed to give you a morale, to show you that you make choices, sometimes not understanding
them on the first hand, then come to realize their consequences later on, or even immediately. But as other reviewers have
pointed it out, the morale becomes as simple as "war is bad", and you can't really get in the mood when you realize that the
whole point of the game is to tell you not to be racist, to help elderly people in the street and not to be a nice little person. The
writing is poor, and I'm really saddened to write this as I was taken by some levels during the early access so bad I'd play them
over and over just to get into it again, but not anymore.
To summarize :
** Pros **
-Interesting graphics
-Good music that puts you right in the mood
-A starting idea that could've gone very far
** Cons **
-Very short game
-Terrible writing
-Ok-ish gameplay at best. LOVE this expansion!!!! I feel like the game truly matured with all these new fates. You guys rock so
damn hard. For 5 bucks this is twice the game. PLEASE keep making content for this lovely creation! Found a couple of minor
bugs though:
Monks quest 3 has a few typos
If you have the curse that prevents the last enemy from being countered you cant finish the warrior trials where you need to
counter all enemies.
Thank you for this experience, seriously. Love this game.. Runs well, no \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t and
has all the features you would expect Minesweeper to have.
You get exactly what it says in the title, what's more to love?. An extremely fun game to play with friends. But to be critical,
long play sessions do make you wish for more gamemodes and the lack of online play does hurt the game.. Great Game! Great
story! Wish it was a little more longer though. I got really into the story.. Questerium is a pretty good hidden object / puzzle
game. The thing that makes it most enjoyable, however, is the cheesy, over the top acting. I found myself laughing out loud. I
kept expecting the guys from MST3K to show up and start heckling the game. The puzzles run the gamut from easy to difficult.
Beware, some of the hidden object puzzles have bad clues where the noun it gives you for an object to find is not really what
that object is. I missed the "no hints" achievement because I had to use a hint to find one of them. On the whole, however, this
is a fun game. Play it if you want a good chuckle.
. Can't recommend this Game but first of all the Pro's:
-Character Customization is decent.
-Characters itself look okish.
-The Class System seems promising.
-No Tab targetting.
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-Good Optimization
Now we come already to the many Con's:
-No Tabtargetting and yet ''Press 0-9 to use Skill XY''
-Genderlock doesn't work here at all.
-To much running around in Town.
-Controls are clunky
-Gameplay is clunky
-everything feels clunky
-Leveling feels pretty slow.
-Gamepad is supported, but makes no sense at all.
-P2W (Gear\/Weapons and whatnot buyable with real Moneyz.)
-Doesn't save Graphic Settings
Overall the Game feels like a Prototype that could've turned into a good Game, but just didn't. The Class System seemed nice,
the Character Creation was ok, but f.e the Tutorial started already... Lame. It could've been ''something'', but it's just not.
I played a total of 2,5 Hours. That was enough for me, to make a myself a Picture about the Game.
*Steam did not reckognize the Game anymore after the first Start. Whatever was the Reason, I don't know.. the usra light
pacific is cool
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for some rezon wen i log in to Aftermath it akts like it has no survers for pve an pvp at all so i cant evin play the game ples fex
thes. Great game - while I'm not really into the regular mode since I never know which way to face, I play the Grav Bomb
version all the time. It's a good workout and has very addictive game mechanics.. There's an interesting system in place here,
combining turn-based tactics with a Hearthstone-style CCG. Problem is with the pacing. It feels janky, and dealing with rush
tactics is problematic. Not to mention, games like Hearthstone sell themselves on personality, which is hard to do when 80% of
your cards use placeholder art. I know, game's in Early Access, but as it stands I have no real desire to spend any more money on
this game as-is.
Then there's the matter of the community. If you look at the Steam discussion page, it's a bunch of edgelord 12 year olds who
don't understand punctuation, and can't even provide feedback to the devs without crapping all over each other. Not that the
Steam forums are typically a source of intelligent discourse, but this is one of the worst communities I've seen. Could you
imagine what would happen if they implemented an in-game chat feature?
I'll keep my eye on this, but it's got a long way to go if the devs really want in on that Twitch dosh. I will update this review
should my opinion change.. For NF1 players, gotta keep hoping. I'm an old Jedi member from Navyfield 1 and was excited to
play Navyfield 2 since they first announced they were working on it. I really enjoy fast pace strategic games, like Starcraft and
such so NF2 was on the list.
Two days into it, I have a tier 3 BB with tier 2 DD. The complexity of NF1 is gone, same with the common public player
strategies. Everyone rushes in to the middle and it creates a bloodbath, even ships that have far enough ranges to kite rushes in
and sinks within seconds. No one hardly speaks on chat but when someone finally did, it was to call me a "noob bb" because I
was the last one left vs 4 and I was kiting, I was able to sink 3 with lots of hits on others, racking up a simple 98k damage and
coming in first place on my team at the end when I was sunk.
Thats how we played in NF1(200k dmg+), with other like minded players it became an amazingly fun mental battle. The fact
that even the majority of the high tier ships rush in to die in seconds, no dodging or weaving, probably auto aim, possibly bots
(no chat or common sense), and some just dont even shoot back makes this games gameplay lame. The freedom of customized
ships is gone and the community feels dead. If you miss NF1 and wanted to play like the old times with just updated graphics,
this game is not it.. Not bad, but still needs improvements. I don't like the fact that after the winter is over I lose a lot of stuff
from my cupboards. I know some of it is used to survive the winter, but that much, takes too long to stock up. Has some
graphics glitches but nothing too serious. The towns are too repetitive, needs different buildings made out of different materials.
I'm giving it a thumbs up because it has a lot of potential to grow and become much more enjoyable. Definately needs more
animals. All i've come across so far are pigs, rabbits and dears. I know it's still early days yet so i'll just be waiting for more
content to be added. Still enjoyable to play.. Short simple, it doesnt save on a cloud, i lost 70 hs becuase i have to reset my PC,
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 this game, why even have an "online" feature if not for saving???. It's a one time day game i
recomand it. This game is very unplesant to play. It might be more fun on a tablet, but on a PC, it's awkward and confusing. I do
not recommend this game.
It's bad enough that it's the first and only time I ever asked Steam for a refund.
They politely declined. :-\/. I am a big fan of well made narrative driven game experiences such as this one.
It offers you very pleasant voice acting, harmonious soundtrack, fascinating, surreal, weird atmosphere and decent graphics.
Gameplay is overall relaxing, aside from some "challenging jump sequences".
You can save and quit at any time. The vast game world provides alternative locations, away from the main path, to explore.
There you will find additional, story related information. The story itself is dealing with the question, what is the Genie? At the
beginning, it's up to you to decide which path (out of two) you choose. Without knowing the outcome of your decision. The
chase is on.
So if you are fine with just exploring and enjoying the beautiful word of Drizzlepath, it's a clear must have.
. Thy sword is a game that is perfection in a confined space. Retro to the bone and great fun to play. Highly recommended

Fun and compelling gameplay
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Satisfying action\/combat
Well designed pixel art visuals
Awesome music
Rogue lite elements
Random and unexpected events
Unlockable playable characters
Thy Sword was covered by myself and my friend ToborPrime in our Game development\/industry podcast https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=B-se22geVuk&t
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